UEN-TV Monthly Highlights - January 2018
New Year : New Series

Museum Access
Saturdays at 7:30 p.m. beginning January 6
Museums are a vital part of the American
landscape, showcasing the greatest achievements
of the human experience, past, present and future.
The program explores these museums in a way
that the everyday visitor cannot. It goes behind
the scenes where ordinary folks don’t get a chance
to go. Each episode includes travel, history,
education and most of all fun!

Articulate with Jim Cotter
Sundays at 7:30 p.m. beginning January 7
An arts magazine series explores the variety,
quality and heritage of creativity, while also
showing how art speaks to us in our everyday lives.

Turmoil and Triumph: The George
Schultz Years
Wednesdays at 9 p.m. beginning January 10
Look at American government in the early 1980s,
during one of the highest levels of foreign tensions
and how Schultz served his country during a time
reminiscent of America’s recent events. The threepart series presents a never-before-seen look at
the inner workings of the Reagan White House

New Year : New Series

Great Decisions in Foreign Policy
Thursdays at 8 p.m. beginning January 18
The programs provide context and exposes
viewers to varied perspectives on America’s
foreign policy challenges from over 100 experts
and policy makers.

Achievements

She Talks Utah: Finding Our Voices
and the Courage to Use Them
Thursday, January 4, 2017
Five Utah women speak about how they have
found her unique voice and the courage to use it
in different ways to be a force for good.

Seeing Canada

Balancing the Scales

Sundays at 6 p.m. beginning January 21
The experiences are adventurous in nature,
making for great television! Rather than focus
on current events, episodes focus on the vibrant
cities, culinary delights, world-class attractions,
unique characters and natural wonders of Canada

Thursday, January 11 at 9 p.m.
This is the story of female lawyers in America,
detailing the challenges that women in the legal
profession still face today.

Make48

Stand! Untold Stories of the Civil
Rights Movement

Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. beginning January 23
The series takes an exciting look at the entire
invention process from idea to store shelf. In this
unique series, teams compete to develop a new
product idea, plan it, make a prototype and pitch
it - all in just 48 hours

Saturday, January 13 at 9 p.m.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr and the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), selected
Birmingham, Alabama as the site for the now
famous ‘Project C’ (Project Confrontation) in 1963,
bringing to light often overlooked and unknown
facts about the system of segregation.

Behavioral Science

City Rising

Tuesdays at 8:30 p.m. beginning January 23
This is an overview of the science of human
behavior, a science that has been with us since the
19th Century.

Thursday, January 25 at 9 p.m.
Learn of a growing movement of advocacy
as communities fight gentrification and seek
responsible development across the state.

